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Opinions of Railroad Expansion Viewed Through the Medium of Song 
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Thesis Chairperson: Jean Boyd, Ph.D. 

  Although the first rail lines were built over 150 years ago, the railroad continues 

to remain an integral part of American society.  Often, historical studies of the railroad 

overlook the songs that developed as a reaction to this new technology.  It is my belief 

that these songs provide another medium for viewing the context in which the railroad 

was built.  Today, railroads are met with indifference in our society, but the “Iron Horse” 

was initially met with great enthusiasm.  Ralph Waldo Emerson, the foremost 

philosopher and essayist of the time, eventually described the railroad as an involuntary 

blessing, and many songs generated from this era reflect this sentiment.  With this in 

mind, the goal of this thesis aims to expose the reader to a selection of songs composed as 

a reaction to the railroad while placing them in the perspective of their historical context. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

 

Railroads began to weave their way across the United States more than one 

hundred fifty years ago, yet the “Iron Horse” has not disappeared from the American way 

of life.  Passenger train excursions remain an attractive form of travel, while freight trains 

have seen a boost in usage due to rising energy costs.  Television programs geared toward 

the railroad and its construction attract sizeable audiences on the History Channel or PBS.  

Railroad museums have also seen an increase in traffic, and old train depots have been 

transformed into commodities.
1
  Even President-elect Barack Obama traveled by rail to 

Washington D. C. to begin his inauguration celebrations, following the railroad path 

Abraham Lincoln took to his own inauguration in 1861.  Does the railroad‟s continued 

presence in the American consciousness affect the relevance of railroad songs?     

  In this thesis I have endeavored to present a selection of songs reflecting the 

shifting public attitude toward the railroad, viewed through the words of Ralph Waldo 

Emerson.  Emerson was one of the foremost philosophers and essayists of his time, and 

the beginning of his career coincided with the spread of the railroad.  His journals from 

1833 describe the excitement of his first experience riding the railroad at a staggering 

twenty-one miles per hour from Manchester to Liverpool, and in his 1836 essay, 

“Nature,” Emerson excitedly remarks on how the world has changed:  

                                                 
1
James A. Ward, “Promotional Wizardry:  Rhetoric and Railroad Origins, 1820-1860,” Journal of 

the Early Republic 11,  no. 1 (1991):  69. 
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The useful arts are reproductions or new combinations by the wit of man, of the 

same natural benefactors.  He no longer waits for favoring gales, but by means 

of steam, he realizes the fable of Aeolus‟s bag, and carries the two and thirty 

winds in the boiler of his boat.  To diminish friction, he paves the road with iron 

bars, and, mounting a coach with a ship-load of men, animals, and merchandise 

behind him, he darts through the country, from town to town, like an eagle or a 

swallow through the air.  By the aggregate of these aids, how is the face of the 

world changed, from the era of Noah to that of Napoleon!
2
 

 

The hard labor put forth to build the railroad was not lost on him either; after observing a  

 

group of Irish workers laying track in 1843, he pitied these men who had 

too little foresight and too little money to leave them any more election of 

whither to go or what to do than the poor leaf which is blown into this dike or 

that brook to perish.  “To work from dark to dark for fifty cents the day,” as the 

poor woman in the shanty told us, is but pitiful wages for a married man.
3
   

The convergence of Emerson‟s varied views on the railroad appeared almost twenty years  

 

later in his publication The Conduct of Life:  

The benefaction derived in Illinois and the great West from the railroads is 

inestimable, and vastly exceeding any intentional philanthropy on record.  What 

is the benefit done by a good King Alfred, or by a Howard, or Pestalozzi, or 

Elizabeth Fry, or Florence Nightingale, or any love, less or larger, compared 

with the involuntary blessing wrought on nations by the selfish capitalists who 

built the Illinois, Michigan, and the network of the Mississippi-valley roads; 

which have evoked not only all the wealth of the soil, but the energy of millions 

of men.  It is a sentence of ancient wisdom that “God hangs the greatest weights 

on the smallest wires.”
4
   

Effectively, Emerson‟s ability to describe the merits of the railroad while simultaneously 

acknowledging its imperfections provides a balanced perspective.  I am inclined to 

believe that railroad songs run the gamut of these sentiments. 

                                                 
2
Ralph Waldo Emerson, The Complete Works of Ralph Waldo Emerson, vol. 1, Nature  (Boston:  

Houghton  Mifflin, 1903), 14. 

  
3
Journals of Ralph Waldo Emerson, ed. Edward Waldo Emerson and Waldo Emerson Forbes, vol. 

6, 1841-1844 (Cambridge:  Riverside Press, 1909), 443-44.  

 
4
Ralph Waldo Emerson, The Complete Works of Ralph Waldo Emerson, vol. 6, The Conduct of 

Life  (Boston:  Houghton Mifflin, 1903), 243-44. 
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 A clear definition of what characterizes a “railroad song” does not exist; attempts 

to assign broad labels to this music result in groupings either too inclusive or too 

exclusive.  If railroad songs include “any song sung by a railroad worker,” this label 

quickly becomes too inclusive, as a worker‟s repertoire included more than songs strictly 

involving trains.  Categorizing railroad songs as “any song that mentions the railroad” 

also becomes too inclusive, as most superficial references to trains could be changed or 

removed without altering the overall purpose of the song.  For example, the ballad “The 

Boston Burglar” ends with the perpetrator being transported to jail by railroad.  However, 

he could have been hauled off in a reinforced horse-drawn carriage to the same end 

result.
5
 

 Apart from clearly identifiable railroad songs, such as those about particular 

trains, train wrecks, or railroad construction, railroad song classification is subjective.  

The popular tune “I‟ve Been Working on the Railroad” seems to easily fit under the 

category of “railroad construction” and has thus been labeled by several scholars.  

However, does its original publication in the eighth edition of the college songbook 

Carmina Princetonia in 1894 give reason to deny the song from being labeled as a 

railroad song since its original purpose was a college cheer?
6
  Similarly, Carl Sandburg 

identified “She‟ll be Coming around the Mountain” as a railroad worksong that spread in 

the 1890s and has since been included in many collections.
7
  However, this song‟s 

description of the engine would have been accurate only during the initial years of the 

                                                 
5
Norm Cohen, Long Steel Rail:  The Railroad in American Folksong, 2d ed.  (Chicago:  University 

of Illinois Press, 2000), 40. 

 
6
James. J. Fuld, The Book of World-Famous Music, rev. and enl.  (New York:  Crown Publishers, 

1971), 309.  

 
7
Carl Sandburg, The American Songbag (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1927), 372.  
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railroad, not in the years in which Sandburg identified the song as first circulating.  

Should this discrepancy disqualify “She‟ll be Coming around the Mountain” as well?   

  While there are no absolute answers to the aforementioned questions, they do 

demonstrate discrepancies that exist within collections.  Decisions must be made 

regarding the method of classification for these songs in addition to the best approach to 

songs with multiple versions of text or melody.  Many songs existed in oral tradition 

before they were ever notated for publication in broadsides or in sheet music, creating a 

complex musical puzzle.  Since oral tradition relies heavily on the memory of the singer, 

problems arise for the collector of such songs in tracing their origins.  Broadsides 

relieved this burden to some degree, as publishers printed the text of a song, marking near 

the top the name of a popular tune with which the text fit.  In this way, texts could 

become more standardized.  Sheet music had the same effect on melody as broadsides did 

for text.  With the rising affluence of Americans in the nineteenth century and the 

presence of pianos as commonplace fixtures in households, sheet music, instead of 

broadsides or oral tradition, became the desired form for transmitting music.  

 Both broadsides and sheet music provide a starting point for tracing the origins of 

railroad songs that eventually leads to the earliest recordings made in the 1920s and 

1930s.  Once a market was discovered for hillbilly, or country, music, most successful 

recording artists all featured what we now consider to be traditional railroad songs: Harry 

McClintock recorded “Jesse James” and “Jerry, Go Ile That Car;” Hank Williams 

released the “Lonesome Whistle;” Eddy Arnold recorded “Casey Jones” and “The Wreck 

of the Old 97;” and Gene Autry released “Waiting for a Train.”
8
  These songs were aimed 

                                                 
8
Cohen, Long Steel Rail, 30.  
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at audiences who were familiar with trains, and they were great vehicles for the 

popularity and success of these artists.  The average person could simply play a recording 

of a favorite railroad song for entertainment rather than be forced to recreate the song 

himself or herself. 

  With sheet music and recordings available, memory was no longer key to the 

longevity of railroad songs.  Each song had its “traditional” melody and text that was less 

likely to be lost when passed on by a performer.  The job of piecing together the origins, 

variations of melodies, and differences in texts was left to music historians.   

  Some of the origins of railroad songs cannot be fully unearthed; apart from the 

continuing variations found in oral tradition, the issue of copyright also comes into play.  

A song that was simply plucked from oral tradition might be credited to a certain 

composer whose only contribution to the song was to write it down.  Other traditional 

songs might be copyrighted dishonestly, in hopes of making a profit from royalties.  The 

popular “Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill” was published without copyright in 1888 by Frank 

Harding‟s Music House and was attributed to Thomas F. Casey.  However, in 1930 the 

song was copyrighted by E.B. Marks publishing company, showing Thomas F. Casey as 

author, Charles Connolly as composer, and Sylvester Krouse as arranger.
9
  This not only 

added another creator of the song as a result of the new arrangement, but it also enabled 

profit to be made off of a song that possibly had its origins among Union Pacific railroad 

workers in the 1860s.
10

 

  In addition to the challenges the study of railroad songs presents, scholars also 

                                                 
  

9
Ibid., 555.  

 
10

John P. Davis, The Union Pacific Railway:  A Study in Railway Politics, History, and Economics  

(Chicago:  S. C. Griggs, 1894;  reprint, New York:  Arno Press, 1973), 141.  
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face a nearly impossible task of assigning authorship and date of origin to these songs.  

To date, the most comprehensive reference on railroad song, Long Steel Rail: The 

Railroad in American Folksong, was compiled by Norm Cohen.  This source divides 

railroad song into nine different categories, detailing many songs in each. An excellent 

history of the railroad in America is also provided.  However, sometimes railroad songs 

might be viewed better in the context of a broader concept: many references include 

railroad songs as a part of a particular theme on technological advances, as seen in Jon 

W. Finson‟s The Voices that are Gone; others use railroad songs as examples of protest, 

as in John Greenway‟s American Folksongs of Protest; while others divide railroad songs 

by ethnicity, for example Victor Greene‟s A Singing Ambivalence:  American Immigrants 

between Old World and New, 1830-1930.   Each reference provides a new perspective on 

what railroad music has meant, as this thesis also aims to accomplish.  

  Viewing railroad music through Emerson‟s words is useful due to his accuracy in 

depicting the “involuntary blessing” of the railroad nine years before the East and the 

West were connected by rail at Promontory Point, Utah.  His uncanny aptitude for 

placing events within their historical perspective, in addition to the esteem in which he is 

held as an American writer, distinguishes him as one of the great voices of his generation.  

Railroad song may be better understood if viewed through his perceptive words.   

  The purpose of this thesis is not only to view a selection of railroad songs through 

Emerson‟s words, but to also view these songs in relation to the shifting public opinion of 

railroad expansion.  In order to best accomplish this goal, I have divided these selected 

songs into three chapters.  The first chapter discusses the universal enthusiasm the public 

held toward the railroad, seen in the published songs by Charles Massett and Henry Clay 
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Work that catered to this attitude.  The second chapter presents the plight of Irish laborers 

and their opinions of the railroad through the folksongs “Paddy Works on the Railway” 

and “Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill,” while also discussing the effect of Chinese labor on a 

railroad workforce that was forty percent Irish.  The third chapter examines the 

pessimistic view of railroad expansion, tracing the folk-hero status of John Henry and the 

meaning behind his legend.  Finally, I urge against the over-generalization of these 

categories, citing the Mormons as railroad enthusiasts in a time when pessimism was 

becoming predominant.   

  The once deafening whistle of the locomotive and the mechanical gallop of the 

Iron Horse are but background noise in today‟s society.  It is my desire that this thesis 

provokes an interest in the songs that accompanied the railroad as it united our nation and 

pushed us into the twentieth century.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

Clear the Way 

 

 The first permanent railroad service in the United States was initiated in 

Baltimore on Independence Day of 1828 and was met with great festivities.  Charles 

Carroll, the last living signer of the Declaration of Independence, presided over the 

ceremony, and a song was composed in his honor for the occasion.
1
  Although the name 

of the composer and the score has been lost, the text of the “Carrollton March” remains 

as one of the first examples of railroad song: 

O we‟re all full of life, fun and jollity 

 We‟re all crazy here in Baltimore. 

    

   Here‟s a road to be made 

   With the pick and spade, 

   ‟Tis to reach to Ohio, for the benefit of trade; 

    

   Here are mountains to be level‟d, 

   Here are valleys to be filled, 

   Here are rocks to be blown, and bridges too to build. 

    

And we‟re all hopping, skipping, jumping 

And we‟re all crazy here in Baltimore. 

 

And when the road is made, 

With the pick and the spade, 

In the locomotive engine, they will put a little fire, 

And while the kettle boils, 

We may ride three hundred miles 

Or go to bed in Baltimore and breakfast in Ohio. 

Where they‟re all waiting, hoping praying 

For a quick way to come to Baltimore!
2
 

 

                                                 
1
Norm Cohen, Long Steel Rail:  The Railroad in American Folksong, 2d ed.  (Chicago:  University 

of Illinois Press, 2000), 39. 

  
2
Hank Wieand Bowman, Pioneer Railroads (New York:  Arco Publishing, 1954), 23.  
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 Almost every new rail line was inaugurated with such celebration; speeches, 

cannon fire, receptions, and musical numbers all contributed to these lively events, as 

public opinion remained almost universally positive toward railroad expansion.
3
  In fact, 

after the success of Peter Cooper‟s experimental locomotive, Tom Thumb, in a race 

against a grey horse in 1830, the railroad surpassed the canal as the preferred method of 

transportation.
4
  As a result, many short-run railroads were seen as profitable 

investments, and by 1835, “more than 200 rail lines were in design or construction, with 

over 1,000 miles of track in operation”
5
 throughout New England and the Mid-Atlantic 

states.  From this point on, the number of rail lines in operation would only continue to 

increase; the eastern seaboard was connected to the Great Lakes by 1850, to Chicago by 

1853, and finally to west of the Mississippi by 1856.   

  The phrase “manifest destiny” was first used in 1845 by John L. O‟Sullivan, 

editor of the Democratic Review, in an editorial for his magazine about the annexation of 

Western territories.  In this article, he declared our “manifest destiny to overspread the 

continent,”
6
 which was later employed for arguments in the House of Representatives 

with respect to the Oregon territories.  However, in his 1836 essay “Nature,” Ralph 

Waldo Emerson grasped the possibilities of the railroad before the coinage of the term 

“manifest destiny:”  

                                                 
3
P. Harvey Middleton, Railways and Public Opinion (Chicago:  Railway Business Association, 

1941), 18-20. 

  
4
John F. Stover, Iron Road to the West:  American Railroads in the 1850s (New York:  Columbia 

University Press, 1978), 6.  

  
5
Robert Hedin, ed., The Great Machines:  Poems and Songs of the American Railroad (Iowa City:  

University of Iowa Press, 1996), xiii.  

 
6
Julius W. Pratt, “The Origin of „Manifest Destiny,‟” The American Historical Review 32, no. 4 

(1927):  798.  
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The useful arts are reproductions or new combinations by the wit of man, of the 

same natural benefactors.  He no longer waits for favoring gales, but by means 

of steam, he realizes the fable of Aeolus‟s bag, and carries the two and thirty 

winds in the boiler of his boat.  To diminish friction, he paves the road with iron 

bars, and, mounting a coach with a ship-load of men, animals, and merchandise 

behind him, he darts through the country, from town to town, like an eagle or a 

swallow through the air.  By the aggregate of these aids, how is the face of the 

world changed, from the era of Noah to that of Napoleon!
7
 

 

It was in the spirit of these words that many topical songs were published.  As 

previously mentioned, public support for the railroad was overwhelming; consequently, 

many composers capitalized on the railroad‟s popularity.  The dedication of songs to the 

railroad or to those responsible for its success was a common practice:  Jas. N. Beck‟s 

“The Fast Line Gallop” was dedicated to the president and directors of the great 

Pennsylvania Central R.R. and Delia B. Ward‟s “North Western Railway Polka” bears an 

inscription to the officers of the Chicago and North Western Railway.
8
  Two songs of 

particular importance were written by well-known composers of the time, Stephen C. 

Massett and Henry Clay Work.  Their songs, “Clear the Way!” or “Song of the Wagon 

Road,” and “Crossing the Grand Sierras,” respectively, both bore dedications: the former 

to the “Pioneers of the Great Pacific Railroad” and the latter to “Judge E. B. Crocker of 

Sacramento California,” who had served as legal counsel for the Central Pacific Railroad 

Company.  These two songs framed the construction of the transcontinental railroad and 

exhibited Emerson‟s view of the railroad as it changed the “face of the world.” 

  Published in 1856, “Clear the Way!” is a song of support and anticipation of the 

transcontinental railroad.  This issue of expansion was also highly politicized; Congress 

had previously mapped a series of five different routes for such a railroad with cost 

                                                 
7
Ralph Waldo Emerson, The Complete Works of Ralph Waldo Emerson, vol. 1, Nature  (Boston:  

Houghton  Mifflin, 1903), 14. 

  
8
Cohen, Long Steel Rail, 6.  
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estimates ranging from sixty-nine million to one hundred sixty-nine million dollars. By 

this point, the concept of “manifest destiny” had already taken hold; the United States 

had annexed Texas, California, and the Oregon Territories in the 1840s and conflicting 

interests all wanted the railroad to pass through their particular town.
 9

   During the 

elections of 1856, Republican John C. Frémont and Democrat James Buchanan both 

included proposals for the construction of a Pacific railway in an attempt to win the votes 

of the western states‟ residents, who simply wanted to be connected to the other half of 

the nation.
10

  “Clear the Way!” became an anthem for such expansion (see appendix for 

complete song).  

  The general form of the song is strophic with refrain, and the melody is found in 

the lowest note of the right hand chords in the six-bar introduction.  This melody is 

fleshed out with grandiose chords and a strong, repetitive rhythm (Example 1).  The 

melody and rhythm of the introduction are carried over into the vocal line, while the 

accompaniment captures the exuberant temperament of the text with a tremolo (Example 

2).  The rest of the accompaniment relies on these chords and tremolos except in two 

instances.  Broken chords are used to soften the accompaniment when the dynamics are 

marked piano (Example 3), and in the right hand during the short interludes between 

verses and during the postlude of the song (Example 4).   

 

  

                                                 
9
 Lester S. Levy, Grace Notes in American History:  Popular Sheet Music from 1820 to 1900 

(Norman, Okla.:  University of Oklahoma Press, 1967), 262. 

  
10

Ibid., 266. 
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Example 1: “Clear the Way,” measures 1-6
11

.  Introduction and 

melody.

 
 

Example 2: “Clear the Way,” measures 6-10.  Vocal melody and accompaniment 

tremolo. 

 

                                                 
11

Stephen C. Massett, “Clear the Way!” (San Francisco:  Massett, 1856), 3-7.  All subsequent 

excerpts of “Clear the Way” are from this publication.  
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 Example 3: “Clear the Way,” measures 12-14.  Accompaniment changes with 

dynamics.  

 

 

 Example 4: “Clear the Way,” measures 20-22.  Interludes and postlude. 

  

 

 After the six-bar introduction, the song breaks into three almost identical sixteen-

bar phrases, interrupted by a chorus.  The discrepancy between the verses begins in 

measure 44, where the dynamic piano is marked until the song reaches a double forte by 

the end of the verse (Example 5).  Presumably, Massett intended a slow crescendo in 

order to begin the final statement of the chorus with appropriate excitement, or perhaps to 

imitate a steam locomotive picking up speed.  The three-part chorus, written for two 

tenors and a bass, rounds out the song, repeating the text of measures twelve through 

twenty. 
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 Example 5: “Clear the Way,” measures 44-54.  Dynamic changes in the second 

sixteen bar phrase. 

 

Although “Clear the Way‟s” repetitiveness provides a tune that can be easily 

remembered, rather than include a repeat sign after the first verse, Massett writes out the 

music for all verses of the song.  This implies that the nuances in dynamics between the 

different verses were important to him and should thus be followed by the performer.        

Charles Mackay‟s declamatory text clearly celebrates railroad development.  In 

the first verse, Mackay describes several actions that are about to happen:  
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   There‟s a fount about to stream, 

   There‟s a light about to beam, 

   There‟s a warmth about to glow, 

   There‟s a flow‟r about to blow, 

    There‟s a midnight blackness changing into gray 

 

This text is also used for the chorus, emphasizing its importance.  Mackay also charges 

all earnest men to not “slacken into play,” and to be “up and stirring, night and day.”  In 

this respect, “Clear the Way” embodies Emerson‟s ideal of the railroad; man no longer 

waits for chance to carry him to his destination but paves his own way with steam and 

iron to change the face of his world. 

While “Clear the Way!” anticipated the transcontinental railroad, Henry Clay 

Work‟s Continental Railroad Chorus, “Crossing the Grand Sierras,” coincided with its 

completion in 1869 (see appendix).  Work, an accomplished composer, enjoyed 

popularity during his lifetime said to rival that of Stephen Foster.
12

  Employed by 

publishers Root & Cady, Work had already composed a significant body of songs; his 

Civil war songs “Kingdom Coming” and “Marching through Georgia,” as well as his 

temperance song “Come Home, Father,” were all tremendously popular with the 

American public.  Although “Crossing the Grand Sierras” is one of his lesser known 

works, its celebration of the transcontinental railroad and the realization of “manifest 

destiny” would not have gone unnoticed by a public that was equally excited to be 

connected from coast to coast. 

Written for quartet, duet, and chorus, “Crossing the Grand Sierras” opens with a 

ten measure introduction that previews the melody of the entire piece and sets up the 

                                                 
12

Benjamin Robert Tubb, ed., Henry Clay Work:  Complete Songs and Choruses (Philadelphia:  

Kallisti Music Press, 2002), iv.  
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“confident march rhythm that Work reserves for songs about progress.”
13

  This 

introduction is then followed by the quartet singing “all aboard” with alternating half 

notes in the accompaniment, in imitation of the train‟s whistle (Example 6).   

Example 6: “Crossing the Grand Sierras,” measures 11-12.
14

  Railroad whistle 

imitation. 

 

 

The accompaniment continues in imitation of a train picking up speed in measures 

thirteen and fourteen (Example 7) with the rhythm accelerating to alternating half and 

quarter notes. 

                                                 
13

Jon W. Finson, The Voices That Are Gone:  Themes in Nineteenth-century American Popular 

Song (New York:  Oxford University Press, 1994), 134.   

 
14

Henry C. Work, “Crossing the Grand Sierras” (Chicago:  Root & Cady, 1869), 2-9.  All 

subsequent excerpts of “Crossing the Grand Sierras” are from this publication.  
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  Example 7: “Crossing the Grand Sierras,” measures 13-14.  Imitation of train 

increasing speed. 

 

 

 

The accompaniment finally settles into a regular rhythm, or “top speed,” in measures 

fifteen and sixteen (Example 8) with a pattern of alternating dotted quarter note with 

three eighth notes.  This rhythm is the predominant accompaniment figure until after the 

duet.  

  After the accompaniment settles into its rhythm, the lower three voice parts create 

the mechanical noises of the railroad, repeating the word “rumble” on steady sixteenth 

notes, while the soprano‟s smooth line accurately depicts the text of gliding over prairies 

wide (Example 9).  These rhythms continue until shortly before the duet, where all voices 

sing short, unison eighth notes as text-painting on the word “lightning” and then complete 

this section (Example 10). 
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The duet resumes the rhythm of the railroad in the accompaniment, while also 

implying the dominant of the key signature with the addition of a c-sharp in measure 

twenty-eight.  The use of two voices rather than four provides a softer balance for the two 

four-bar phrases of the duet to transition into the chorus.  This not only paints the image 

of gliding across the plains but also makes the contrast of the upcoming chorus more 

surprising.   The chorus contains none of the railroad effects seen previously; the voice 

parts and accompaniment are homorhythmic in quality (Example 11).  This style fits 

perfectly with Work‟s lyrics, as they shift to be all-inclusive: “we sing,” “we sang,” and 

“we‟ve climb‟d.”  Symbolically, the continent is now connected, just as the voices in this 

chorus. 

 Example 8: “Crossing the Grand Sierras,” measures 15-16.  Predominant 

accompaniment rhythm. 
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 Example 9: “Crossing the Grand Sierras,” measures 17-18.  Mechanical noises of 

the railroad represented in lower voices. 

 

 

 

Example 10: “Crossing the Grand Sierras,” measure 23.  Text painting of the 

word “lightning.” 
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Example 11: “Crossing the Grand Sierras,” measures 34-35. Stylistic difference in 

the Chorus. 

 

  Essentially, Work‟s “Crossing the Grand Sierras” travels the railroad, from its 

first “all aboard” to its unison chorus when the travelers are united with Americans on the 
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opposite side of the continent.  Now, Emerson‟s description of the railroad as “darting 

from town to town like an eagle or a swallow through the air” is no longer simply a local 

phenomenon; it has grown to encompass the nation. 

 As stated in the beginning of this chapter, nearly every rail line was met with 

celebration, speeches, and songs that were similar to “Clear the Way” and “Crossing the 

Grand Sierras.”  Such songs “stirred the emotions, were used to foster public support,”
15

 

and were also commonly classified as marches.  Briefly, marches were originally a 

militaristic creation; by the 1600s, rhythmic and melodic signals, such as reveille, were 

used to move soldiers in an orderly fashion.  Eventually, the British model of military 

music relegated this functional music to field bands consisting of fifes and drums for 

exercises and battle, while a paid Harmoniemusik, or wind band, was employed to 

perform marches in ceremonies, concerts, and parades.  The American militia modeled 

their military bands on this precedent.
16

 

By definition, a march included an introduction, followed by two or three sixteen-

bar strains that were repeated, and a trio in a new key.  Other features included: regularly 

recurring rhythmic patterns, simple harmonies, memorable melodies, contrasting 

dynamics, and a duple or triple meter.
17

  Often, marches composed for wind band would 

be orchestrated for piano and published due to the popularity of the form.  As a result, 

features of the march slowly crept into published songs, especially those meant to bring 

forth emotion and generate public support.   
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Both “Clear the Way!” and “Crossing the Grand Sierras” contain aspects of the 

march.  “Clear the Way” begins with an introduction that is followed by two sixteen-bar 

strains and chorus.  Its simple harmony and memorable melody are characteristic of a 

march, as are its repeated rhythms and contrast of dynamics from the forte to the sudden 

piano and then forte in measures twelve through fourteen.  Furthermore, “Clear the Way” 

was composed as a song of support for the transcontinental railroad, and was presumably 

used as such during gatherings in homes or towns.  Although it does not completely 

follow the form of a march, “Clear the Way” incorporates some of its qualities.   

 “Crossing the Grand Sierras” also follows a vague march form.  After a fanfare 

for an introduction, the first strain, or verse, is followed by a duet that is an implied trio.  

After the chorus, the “first strain” is repeated, as is the duet, and the song again concludes 

with the chorus.  As with “Clear the Way,” the repetitive rhythms, simple harmonies, and 

memorable melody are all characteristic of a march.  However, the amount of text 

painting that Work incorporates into his piece adds an extra layer of meaning that may 

not be as evident in a formulaic march.  Either way, both “Clear the Way” and “Crossing 

the Grand Sierras” exhibit characteristics of one of the popular forms of their time.   

While these two songs only begin to scratch the surface of published railroad 

music, they do give considerable insight into the popularity of the railroad and its reign as 

one of the top subjects of song.  Massett‟s “Clear the Way” was published over ten years 

before Work‟s “Crossing the Grand Sierras,” yet they are still similar in subject matter 

and form.  Furthermore, many other published songs, though not all necessarily 

structured as marches, also describe positive, or even comical, experiences with the 
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railroad: Charlie Converse‟s “Riding on a Rail,” T.S. Lonsdale‟s “Tommy Make Room 

for Your Auntie,” and J.W. Bischoff‟s “Saved from Death,” to name a few.   

As shown in this chapter, these songs are often more musically sophisticated than 

they might first appear and are often composed with catchy or memorable melodies.  

However, apart from being occasionally mentioned in references, “Clear the Way” is not 

a song of which one would immediately think if asked to list a railroad song, nor is 

“Crossing the Grand Sierras,” in spite of Work‟s musical prowess.  Unfortunately, the 

topicality of both songs is to their detriment.  A song written to gather support for the 

railroad or to celebrate the completion of the transcontinental railroad does not hold the 

same universal appeal as songs discussed in subsequent chapters.  For example, “Paddy 

Works on the Railway” has been used as a worksong on both land and sea.  Thus, once 

the railroad became commonplace, “Clear the Way,” “Crossing the Grand Sierras,” and 

other songs like them were no longer relevant to public interests, and did not enjoy a 

lasting popularity.   

The railroad was, as noted by Emerson, the most significant technological 

advancement of the time, and the public‟s excitement for the new possibilities it 

symbolized created a market for such music to be published.  Over one hundred fifty 

years later, the novelty of the railroad has been replaced by many other technological 

advancements, leaving this railroad music little relevancy in today‟s society.  In the next 

chapter, I will examine several songs that have enjoyed a longer life and were created by 

the largest group of railroad laborers:  the Irish.
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CHAPTER THREE 

Drill, Ye Tarriers 

 

 The American public was clearly enthralled by the possibilities the railroad held  

 

for the future, and as shown in the previous chapter, published songs reflected this  

 

sentiment.  However, after the Civil War, artists, philosophers, and historians grappled  

 

with other issues, such as a 

rising tide of nationalism; a new sense of the power man possessed to subdue 

natural forces and elements to serve his own needs in a new and exciting and 

scientific and mechanical age; and a new openness in dealing with man‟s sexual 

needs.
1
   

Yet, songwriters largely ignored these issues, opting instead for whimsical tales of 

romance and adventure such as “Riding Down from Bangor in an Eastern Train” and 

“The Charming Young Widow I Met in the Train.”  It was a decade or two later before 

railroad songwriting began to deal with more serious concerns.  However, folksong 

explored serious issues sooner. 

 Norm Cohen defines a folksong as “a song the survival of which does not depend 

entirely on commercial media.”
2
  Such a song would not have to follow the current trends 

in professional songwriting and performance; instead folk songs were performed for 

personal entertainment.  Furthermore, such a song might not even originate in a 

commercial arena but simply from a local poet or common laborer in an attempt to 

entertain or verbalize frustration.  Many railroad songs emerged from such origins. 

  The overall benefits of railroad development are undeniable; the railroad provided 
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efficient transportation of goods and services at a low cost, allowing for expansion to 

occur while still maintaining a high standard of living.  Industries such as iron and steel 

prospered, as did foundries and machinery.  Companies such as Montgomery Ward and 

Sears and Roebuck thrived from mail order business.  Coal was in high demand and cattle 

could be easily shipped from one side of the country to the other.  In fact, entire towns 

could thrive based on the specialization of the local economy, as goods could be shipped 

to a wide variety of markets.
3
  Simply working for the railroad was lucrative enough for 

some; the railroad provided steady work and pay for those who could not find work 

elsewhere.     

  Whereas popular published songs reflected the benefits of railroad expansion, 

they often neglected to describe the labor that was required.  Railroad construction was 

no easy task; the nineteenth-century locomotive had two major pitfalls: it could not 

survive going around a sharp curve, nor could it manage to go up or down more than a 

two percent incline.  Surveyors were required to go ahead of those who were laying out 

the line in order to plan the best course for the railroad while managing the variables of 

rivers, lakes, mountains, or settlements.  Large lakes and rivers had to be avoided, but if a 

stream was unavoidable, the easiest place to build a bridge had to be located.  Similarly, 

ravines were also preferably avoided but would occasionally need to be bridged or filled.  

The mountains proved to be the most difficult task due to the locomotive‟s incline 

requirements, ultimately leading to blasting through rock to make way for the railroad.
4
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  Close behind the small group of surveyors were the graders.  Several hundred 

men at a time used shovels, picks, wheelbarrows, teams, and scrapers in order to lay out a 

level grade upon which to lay the track.  Some were second generation Americans or 

Civil War veterans, while most were Irish or other European immigrants.  All were drawn 

to this work looking to make high wages, earning up to three dollars a day for their hard 

physical labor.  The chain of command in the group of graders was as follows: the 

“boarding boss,” who was in charge of the entire camp and served as the doctor should 

no other be available; the “stable boss,” who assigned men their jobs and “might have 

one hundred horses and mules working his wagons, but he knew them all by name;”
5
 and 

the “walking boss,” who would constantly watch the workers to ensure they were earning 

their daily wages, and often resorted to profanity to produce results.  The walking boss 

also held the power to dock pay as he saw fit.
6
 

 Finally, the track layers would follow the graders, laying down the lines on which 

the locomotives would eventually run.  Each man in this group would receive a 

specialized job, whether it was handling rails, spiking them down, attaching fishplates, 

putting in ties, or filling around the tracks with dirt.  Often, incentives were given for 

completing work as quickly as possible, particularly in the rush to build the 

transcontinental railroad.  A pound of tobacco was sometimes offered to every man who 

laid more than a mile of track in a day; other bosses would offer time-and-a-half or even  
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double wages for days in which two or more miles of track were laid.  With the efficient 

work of these men, rail lines soon blanketed the West.
7
 

 The railroad drew workers from a wide variety of backgrounds with only the 

common thread of music as a device to pass the time.  During the day, work songs were 

often sung, matching the pounding of the hammers on spikes to the rhythms of the songs.  

A leader would be chosen, perhaps for his improvisatory abilities or his pleasing voice, 

and he would sing tales of legendary railroad heroes or other tunes to which one could 

swing a hammer; the other workers would join him in the chorus.
8
  At night, the “low 

notes of the Jew‟s harps and harmonicas floated across the cool night air,”
9
 and usually, 

everyone would join in singing regardless of talent.  

 These laborers created their own collections of music, unique to this period of 

American life.  Songs often told of the “heroism and grim determination of these 

undertakings; they celebrated the great abilities of railroad workers in track-laying, 

engineering and what not; they retold many times the details of unusually successful 

„runs‟ and great disasters.”
10

  While many of these songs extolled heroism, hope, and 

anticipation, many others underscored deep prejudices held against specific ethnicities.  

Of all those working on the railroad, the Irish, and then the Chinese, bore the brunt of this 

animosity. 
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The Irish, due to social unrest and the potato famine, fled their homeland for 

America in hopes of a better life.  Between 1840 and 1860, over four million Irish 

immigrants arrived on America‟s shores.  However, their hardships did not dissipate upon 

arrival; they would often be forced to take the most dangerous jobs for extremely low 

wages and were “reckoned as the earth‟s expendables by employers … and assigned to 

labor too dangerous or debilitating for the slaves.”
11

  Emerson observed a group of Irish 

laborers laying track in 1843: a time when railroad popularity was still in its early years.  

He remarked that these were men who  

have too little foresight and too little money to leave them any more election of 

whither to go or what to do than the poor leaf which is blown into this dike or 

that brook to perish. “To work from dark to dark for fifty cents the day,” as the 

poor woman in the shanty told us, is but pitiful wages for a married man.
12

   

Indeed, these sentiments can be seen reflected in their songs “Paddy Works on the 

Railway” and “Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill,” at a time when public enthusiasm for the 

railroad was paramount. 

  The point of origin of “Paddy Works on the Railway” cannot be firmly 

established; while Carl Sandburg claimed sheet music existed for this tune in the 1850s, 

no evidence of such has been found.
13

  C. Fox Smith asserted the first description of the 

song occurred in 1864: “We might mention as peculiar amongst the other strange songs 

which we hear, one which we think must be called „Pat‟s Apprenticeship,‟ as it goes 

through the history of a number of years during which „poor Paddy works on the 
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railway.‟”
14

  Either option is plausible; some versions list 1841 as the time of origin,  

allowing for an earlier date of composition, while others claim 1861.  The song is easily 

adaptable to either decade.  

  Another debatable point is whether “Paddy Works on the Railway” originated on 

land or at sea.  Today, it is better known as a shanty and can be found in various 

collections of sailor songs.  Some collectors decline to use it in volumes of shanties due 

to its presumed creation on land.  However, Richard Runciman Terry, an English 

organist, choir director, and musicologist, was “of the firm opinion that „Paddy‟ was 

based on an older capstan shanty, „The Shaver,‟ that then became landlocked.”
15

  While 

some similarities of form and style can be drawn between the two in the broad category 

of shanties, a direct relationship between them is inconclusive.
16

 

 Many versions of “Paddy Works on the Railway” (see appendix) can be found as 

a result of the constant evolution of the song; some are in major keys while others are in 

minor, and most contain varying versions of the text.  The common denominator between 

all versions is the 6/8 meter and rousing tune, typical of most shanties, and its use as a 

worksong, which by definition helped keep the rhythm of hammering for the steel drivers 

or gravel crushers.   

  The chorus of “Paddy” (Example 1) includes what are often assumed to be 

nonsense syllables.  Others who created their own versions of the song altered these 

syllables to fit their own musical interpretation (Example 2).  The other Irish worksong 
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that has retained its popularity is “Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill” (see appendix).  This song is 

commonly attributed to Thomas F. Casey, who had previously worked as a railroader.  

After earning a reputation singing, he popularized this song by entertaining at political 

meetings and performing in concert halls and night clubs. When prominent playwright 

Charles H. Hoyt incorporated “Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill” into his musical comedy A Brass 

Monkey in 1888, the song reached a wider audience and was thereafter heard often in 

vaudeville.
17

 

  In all likelihood, Casey learned a version of this song while working for the 

railroad; John P. Davis suggests in The Union Pacific Railway that it was a common 

worksong among railroad crews of the late 1860s: 

    Then drill, my paddies, drill, 

    Drill, my heroes, drill, 

    Drill all day, no sugar in your tay, 

    Workin‟ on the U. P. Railway.
18

 

Here, Irish workers are referred to as paddies instead of tarriers; the term “tarrier,” which 

identified the “hard-rock laborers who drilled and blasted their way across the continent 

paving the way for the railroad tracks,” did not come into regular use until the latter 

portion of the nineteenth century.
 19

   

  Other evidence that places the circulation of “Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill” before 

Casey‟s performances is found in Douglas Gilbert‟s American Vaudeville. A slightly 

different verse is cited as being sung by the Four Emeralds, a popular Irish comedy team 

in the 1880s: 
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The boardin‟ boss went to town one day, 

To get some sugar for to sweetin‟ our tay. 

He found that sugar had gone up of late, 

And forever after that we took our tea straight.
20

 

  

This verse differs from the most common texts of the song, but it explains the line, “Oh 

it‟s work all day without sugar in your tay” that is found in the chorus.  While the  

accuracy of Gilbert‟s verse relies strictly on his memory, it does serve to present the song 

as far from static, with different options for the stanzas. 

Example 1:  “Paddy Works on the Railway,” measures 9-16.
21

  Original Chorus. 

 

Example 2:  “Paddy Works on the Railway,” measures 9-16.
22

  Adapted Chorus. 
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Although “Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill” would be sung unaccompanied as a railroad 

worksong, Casey‟s version, replicated in James Geller‟s Famous Songs and their Stories, 

added an eight measure introduction as would be found in a popular song (Example 3).  

As a result, the introduction feels slightly out of place, being its own unit that ends with a 

double bar and fermata. 

 Example 3: “Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill,” measures 1-8
23

.  Introduction. 

 

However, Casey‟s version does retain many worksong characteristics.  Set in a 2/4 meter, 

it provides the necessary rhythm to which one could swing a hammer; apart from a few 

instances throughout the song, the left hand in the accompaniment utilizes steady eighth 

notes to keep the pulse (Example 4) while the vocal line has a mixture of eighths and 

sixteenths. 
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Example 4: “Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill,” measures 9-10.  Use of rhythm.  

 

Whereas the song is set in e minor here, it would generally be sung in the key chosen by 

the person who began singing.  John Greenway‟s transcription of the melody sets it in c 

minor with few significant differences.
24

  In this version, the most interesting harmonic 

moment occurs in measures 24 and 25, where the rising bass-line octaves highlight the 

dominant-key scale (Example 5). 

  “Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill” was a comic song; such songs were also often found to 

be worksongs that “help uplift the spirits of the workers which heavy labor tends to drag 

down.”
25

  The jokes incorporated into “Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill,” specifically the one 

found in the third and fourth stanzas, gave the song wide appeal:   

The new foreman is Dan McCann 

I‟ll tell you sure he‟s a blame mean man, 

Last week a premature blast went off, 

and a mile in the air went big Jim Goff. 
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When pay day next it came around, 

Poor Jim‟s pay a dollar short he found, 

“What for?” says he, then came this reply, 

“You were docked for the time you were up in the sky.” 

This joke was undoubtedly enjoyed by the upper classes while still ringing true to 

those, including Casey, who had direct experience with such a foreman.   

 Example 5: “Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill,” measures 24-25.  Ascending bass-line in 

the dominant key. 

 

 

 By 1870, the American workforce was forty percent Irish and Irish railroad 

workers were fairly unionized.  In order to avoid labor strikes for higher wages, 

employers would often discriminate against the hiring of Irish workers with the popular 

slogan “No Irish Need Apply.”
26

  The “pitiful wages” of which Emerson spoke were now 

given to the eager Chinese workers; as a result, the Irish began singing discriminatory 

songs mocking the Chinese, to whom the Irish were losing their jobs.  

 Sixty thousand Chinese resided in California, having immigrated to earn money to 

support their families at home and abroad.  However, California law was not friendly 
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toward them; the Chinese contributed over two million dollars in taxes per year, yet were 

still denied citizenship, the right to vote, or the ability to testify in court.  Their children 

were barred from public school.  The Chinese were mocked for their “feminine 

appearance” because their cleanliness and long hair were deemed similar to that of 

women.  Only the high demand for workers to build the expanding railroad system led 

railroad officials to begrudgingly secure Chinese labor.  In spite of this animosity, the 

Chinese quickly became more desired laborers than the Irish due to their willingness to 

work the most dangerous jobs without demanding more pay.
27

  In spite of all their work 

on the Western railroad, in the famous photograph memorializing the completion of the 

transcontinental railroad at Promontory Point, Utah, the Chinese are noticeably absent.
28

 

  The caricature of “John Chinaman” became prevalent during the 1860s; similar to 

Zip Coon or Jim Crow, John Chinaman became a “common image of Chinese immigrant 

men that played on differences such as religious practices, eating habits, and English 

proficiency.”
29

  Irish comic songsters such as J.W. Conner poked fun at the Chinese and 

their inability to mix with the rest of America, and most songs were mean-spirited.
30

  

Although songs aimed at Chinese workers did not specifically involve the railroad, the 

goal of the Irish was to marginalize the ethnicity that was putting them out of work.  

“Hay Sing, Come from China” (see appendix) was composed anonymously but exhibits 
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several stereotypical assumptions commonly incorporated into songs mocking the 

Chinese. 

  The song‟s language is presented as that of a Chinese man speaking accented, 

broken English; “American” becomes “Melican;” many words contain an extra ending 

“e,” such as “nice-e,” “time-e,” or “lap-ee;” and sentence structure is altered, as in “eat 

much plenty.”  These language issues stand out even more in the melody of the song 

because each syllable of every word is given its own note (Example 6). 

Example 6: “Hay Sing, Come from China,” measures 1-4
31

.  Syllabification of 

words on each note. 

 

The music also accentuates the unusual syllabic emphasis during the song.  For example, 

in measures five and six, the quarter note at the end of “Melican” lingers too long while 

the following eighth note on “man” rushes through the pause created by the comma 

(Example 7).  This technique further embeds the mock-Chinese accent into the music.  

  The melody of “Hay Sing, Come from China” is simple and memorable, yet 

contains two interesting elements.  The first eight measures are based on an F major 

pentatonic scale until the inclusion of an e-natural in measure eight (Example 8).  The 
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pentatonic scale is often found in folk music, particularly that of the Chinese and Scots.
32

  

However, the melody changes during the chorus (Example 9), which begins on the 

dominant of F major and includes the lowered seventh scale degree of E-flat, placing it in 

mixolydian mode. 

  Example 7: “Hay Sing, Come from China,” measures 5-6. Musical accents. 

 

Example 8: “Hay Sing, Come from China,” measures 1-8. Melody. 

 

  Eventually, the Chinese immigrants began to outnumber the jobs available and the 

call for their removal led to the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, which placed restrictions 

on immigration to the United States for the first time in the country‟s history.
33

  It would 

be well into the next century before these immigration requirements were slackened. 
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  Example 9: “Hay Sing, Come from China,” measures 9-16.  Mixolydian mode.      

  

  While the rest of the public was still celebrating railroad technology, Emerson 

noted in 1843 the hardship facing the Irish laborers.  Their work was thankless, and their 

songs, while at times comical, revealed an inherent sadness to their lot in life.  When 

faced with unemployment, the Irish, as well as others, wrote songs in an effort to rid the 

labor force of the Chinese, until the Chinese were finally excluded.  The disconnect 

between these laborers and the rest of the public would not last; by 1870, Americans 

began to distrust the railroad managers who operated with their company‟s best, and 

often illegal, interests at heart.  The next chapter discusses one of the most popular 

railroad heroes and his function in railroad history.
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CHAPTER FOUR 

The Steel Drivin‟ Man 

 

 After 1870, the public‟s goodwill toward the railroad cooled to indifference, if not 

pessimism.  Railroad companies always sought the highest possible profit, which was 

seen in the previous chapter to be detrimental first to the Irish and then to the Chinese.  

As the novelty of the railroad began to wear thin, “preferences and discriminations which 

went unnoticed in the earlier years came to be regarded as grave abuses.”
1
  At this point, 

published songs transformed into sentimental ballads intended to melt hearts and provide 

an outlet for escapism, such as in Gussie L. Davis‟ “In the Baggage Coach Ahead.”  

Other songs verbalized complaints about the railroad and in the process created some of 

the most famous individuals in popular folklore. 

  A few of these folk heroes are paradoxical in nature; Jesse James, who made a 

living robbing trains and banks, was lauded in song for stealing from wealthy railroad 

patrons since his victims were assumed to have acquired their wealth illegally.  Before 

government regulation of railroads, large shippers were favored over the individual in 

terms of price for travel.  As a result, managers “took the position that in matters of rates 

and, in short, all of their relations with their customers, they were a law unto 

themselves.”
2
  Only wealthier patrons would be able to consistently afford railroad travel, 

and thus, James became a modern day Robin Hood to those who saw the railroads as an 

unfair enterprise. 
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  The lesser known Jim Fisk was immortalized through song in spite of his own 

misdeeds.  As an unscrupulous wall-street baron, Fisk, along with his partner Jay Gould, 

eventually gained control of the Erie Railroad in 1868 with the sole purpose of 

manipulating its shareholders.  Fisk and Gould represented the “grave abuses” that 

brought about the public‟s distaste for railroad business, and they ultimately caused the 

Black Friday stock market crash of September 24, 1869.  However, Fisk‟s generosity 

with the poor, the supplies he sent by rail to the victims of the great Chicago fire, and his 

eventual assassination by a man whom he had financially supported, were just enough 

cause for his transgressions to be forgiven, if not completely forgotten.  Thus, he is 

memorialized in the song “Jim Fisk, or He Never Went Back on the Poor.”
3
 

  Other folk heroes lacked such auspicious beginnings; instead the hero was molded 

to exemplify a particular social injustice.  Such was the case with the most famous 

railroad hero, John Henry.  At least two hundred versions of the ballad of John Henry 

exist, and folklorists at the Library of Congress call it the “most researched folk song in 

the United States and perhaps the world.”
4
  Interest in his legend has not waned; several 

movies have chronicled the story of John Henry, and as recently as 2000, Disney released 

an animated short to introduce the steel driving man to a new generation. 

  The basic premise of all the versions of John Henry is the same, though specific 

details are subject to variation: manual labor was required to drill holes in granite in order 

to lay dynamite to blast through rock.  Eventually, a steam drill was invented as a more 

cost efficient method for drilling these holes, but many questioned the fairness of the 
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steam drill replacing workers.  A contest between John Henry, the black steel-driver who 

was the best worker, and the steam drill was set to determine if man or machine was the 

better driller.  Of course, the outcome of this trial would determine the fates of many 

manual laborers; John Henry did not disappoint, drilling fourteen feet to the steam drill‟s 

nine.  Unfortunately, his superhuman exertion of force during the contest resulted in his 

death shortly after its completion. Most songs also include the young John Henry 

predicting his own death at the hands of the hammer as well as concluding stanzas 

involving his wife. 

   The fact or fiction of John Henry has long remained a mystery; two studies 

conducted in the 1930s by Guy B. Johnson and Louis Chappell concluded that there was 

a black man named John Henry at the Big Bend Tunnel who competed with a steam drill 

and died shortly thereafter, perhaps from a fever.
5
  However, recent scholarship points to 

John Henry the convict who never set foot in the Big Bend Tunnel.  According to Scott 

Reynolds Nelson, John William Henry was prisoner number 497, booked November 16, 

1866, on a felony burglary charge and sentenced to 10 years in the Richmond, Virginia 

penitentiary.  The Warden of this prison implemented a program that leased the convicts 

to railroad contractors at 25 cents per day.  This led to a high prisoner mortality rate, as 

the convicts were forced to complete dangerous labor without reprieve. For example, on 

the Central Pacific railroad, builders often used nitroglycerin, which carried ten times the 

power of regular gunpowder.  The Irish even considered this liquid too dangerous to 

handle safely.
6
 

                                                 
5
Cohen, Long Steel Rail, 67.  

 
6
Nelson, Steel Drivin’ Man:  John Henry, the Untold Story of an American Legend, 68-71.  
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  Nelson‟s evidence strongly suggests that the real John Henry worked blasting 

rock at the Lewis Tunnel alongside steam drills.  In order to secure the rights to the 

railroad from Richmond to the Ohio River, the state stipulated that the line had to be 

completed by 1872.  The steam drill was brought in as a tool in order to expedite the 

completion of the line rather than to put laborers out of work.  Whether John Henry was 

stronger and faster than these steam drills is left to legend.
7
 

  Conditions the convicts faced were deplorable; most working on the tunnels died 

within five years from silicosis.  In all likelihood, John Henry died from this or any 

number of common maladies of the age, as his record at the penitentiary ends by 1874 

with no statement of release. The agreement between the Warden and the contractor 

specified that all prisoners be returned or a fee of one hundred dollars would be incurred.  

This dollar amount was over one year‟s worth of wages for one worker and was 

stipulated in an effort to prevent a contractor from claiming an escaped convict had died.  

As a result, many dead convicts, John Henry included, were shipped back to Richmond 

for burial.
8
 

  Since John Henry died working for the railroad, it is not surprising that the initial 

John Henry songs were worksongs.  Some of the earliest known lyrics seemed to 

“emphasize the supernatural, suggesting that John Henry died but still lived in the 

ground, knocking as though haunting the living.”
9
  This type of superstition is often 

found in West African traditions.  These “hammer” or worksongs were less about victory 
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Ibid., 31.  
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over a steam drill and more about the hard work, suffering, and death that awaited the 

laborers.  The third and fourth stanzas of the “Spike Driver Blues” (see appendix), a 

worksong related to the John Henry saga, emphasizes this point: 

John Henry, he left his hammer 

Laying ‟side the road, laying ‟side the road, laying ‟side the road. 

John Henry, he left his hammer, 

All over in red, all over in red, that‟s where I‟m goin‟. 

 

John Henry‟s a steel-drivin‟ boy, 

But he went down, but he went down, but he went down. 

John Henry‟s was a steel-driving boy, 

But then he went down, but he went down, that‟s where I‟m goin‟.
10

 

 

No worker wanted to share John Henry‟s fate, and the songs served as a clear reminder of 

the dangers of overworking.   

  As its title suggests, the music contains elements of the blues while remaining a 

typical worksong.  The lowered 3rd and 7th notes (Example 1) are common accidentals 

found in the blues. 

  Example 1:  “Spike Driver Blues,” measures 1-4.
11

  Lowered 3rd and 7th. 

 

When transcribed, the music includes several rests that capture the slow and 

deliberatehammering for which this song was used (Example 2).  The words and the pace 

of the song acted as “exhortations to slow down.”
12
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  Example 2:  “Spike Driver Blues,” measures 5-11.  Worksong elements. 

 

 This is in direct contrast to John Henry the working class hero found in the more 

common ballad songs.  In these ballads, all traces of African tradition, save the black 

protagonist, have been replaced.  For example, in “John Henry Blues,” (see appendix) 

contrary to the title, the melody is free of blue notes and the tempo is upbeat (Example 3).   

  Example 3: “John Henry Blues,” measures 1-8.
13

  Ballad version. 

 

Furthermore, the narrative style of “John Henry Blues,” as well as other John Henry 

ballads, resembles the European tradition rather than early black folksong, which lacked 

such strong narration.  Accordingly, it stands to reason that the “earliest collected  

                                                 
13

Cohen, Long Steel Rail, 61.  All subsequent excerpts of “John Henry Blues” are from this 

publication.  
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versions, the earliest printed version, and the earliest recorded versions, were all by 

whites.”
14

  

  Many hypotheses have been put forth regarding the meaning behind the John 

Henry legend.  One theory portrays him as the working class hero who resisted the evil 

technological advancement that would leave him unemployed.  To the approximately 

forty-thousand black men in railroad gangs, John Henry was the black hero who resisted 

another form of white domination by challenging the steam drill.  A third theory laments 

society‟s tendency to fire the old laborer rather than retrain him for newer technology; 

John Henry did not have to challenge the steam drill but instead could have used it as a 

tool to ease his burden.
15

 

  While the aforementioned theories all represent what the story of John Henry has 

meant to different people, I would also like to note the popularity of the John Henry 

ballads in comparison to the public opinion of the railroads.  Public opinion of the 

railways was turning sour as John Henry‟s fame, at least in ballad form, began to rise.   

Whereas the “anxiety of the public for railways and their ignorance of evils that might 

follow made them thoughtless of the restrictions that could properly have been placed 

upon corporations when they were chartered,”
16

 the public latched on to John Henry as 

one more example of a victim of the unscrupulous railroad owners.  The steam drills were 

viewed as another tool with which the railroad companies could marginalize the working 

man or cut his salary.  John Henry was the hero who defeated this evil and maintained his 

relevance, yet paid for this feat with his life.   
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  Of course, in hindsight, many atrocities were committed in bringing about the 

completion of the railroad; from our twenty-first century perspective, we lose sight of all 

that the railroad achieved, focusing more on the hefty price paid by laborers to make this 

achievement possible.  Not even halfway into the heyday of railroad expansion, Emerson 

recognized the roles of the capitalists and the laborers, placing this issue into perspective: 

The benefaction derived in Illinois and the great West from the railroads is 

inestimable, and vastly exceeding any intentional philanthropy on record.  What 

is the benefit done by a good King Alfred, or by a Howard, or Pestalozzi, or 

Elizabeth Fry, or Florence Nightingale, or any love, less or larger, compared 

with the involuntary blessing wrought on nations by the selfish capitalists who 

built the Illinois, Michigan, and the network of the Mississippi-valley roads; 

which have evoked not only all the wealth of the soil, but the energy of millions 

of men.  It is a sentence of ancient wisdom that “God hangs the greatest weights 

on the smallest wires.”
17

 

Emerson believed that the railroad was the “providentially supplied servant of 

manifest destiny,”
18

 and as such, all of those who took part in its construction, be 

they the common laborer or the “selfish capitalist,” played an important role in 

America‟s national growth.   

  John Henry‟s legend grew to be almost as big as the railroad itself, perhaps 

because of something else that he represented to a public that had become 

increasingly disenchanted with the railroad.  In him, they found a common man, 

much like themselves, whose small contribution assisted in propelling the nation 

forward. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

End of the Line 

 

 The goal of this thesis is to provide a selection of songs reflective of the public 

opinion of the railroads and viewed through the words of Ralph Waldo Emerson.  

Emerson, whose career began concurrently with the railroad, was consistently ahead of 

his time with respect to historically qualifying railroad interests, and he served as an 

important voice of his generation.  I selected songs that clearly exhibit the changing 

opinions of Emerson and other regarding the merits of the railroad.  Seen in chapter two, 

“Clear the Way” and “Crossing the Grand Sierras” were both composed for an 

enthusiastic public anxious for railroad development.  Chapter three explores the 

perspective of those who were building the railroad with “Paddy Works on the Railway,” 

“Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill,” and “Hay Sing, Come from China.”  When public enthusiasm 

for the railroad diminished after 1870, folk heroes were created to highlight specific 

injustices.  Chapter four discusses John Henry, the man who became the most famous 

railroad legend, thus exemplifying Emerson‟s ultimate view of the railroad as an 

“involuntary blessing.”  

  While many railroad songs fit into the pattern presented in this thesis, I must also 

stress that with the vast repertory of railroad songs and the complexity of this large 

portion of American history, all songs do not unequivocally fit into this particular 

categorization.  For example, Mormons, who were a quickly growing group in American 

society, illustrates an opposite pattern of opinion through their history and songs. 
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  The Mormons had constantly been searching for a place to live in peace.  After 

being forced out of Ohio and Illinois, Brigham Young‟s followers colonized Salt Lake 

City in the late 1830s in order to isolate themselves from the rest of civilization.  Their 

early songs made no secret of their distaste toward those who they perceived to be 

oppressing them for their lifestyle and religious belief.  This is seen in the first stanza and 

chorus of “Deseret,” named after the utopia they strived to create: 

Deseret, Deseret, ‟tis the home of the free, 

And dearer than all other lands ‟tis to me, 

Where the Saints are secure from oppression and strife, 

And enjoy to the full, the rich blessings of life. 

‟Tis a land which for ages has been lying waste, 

Where the savage has wandered, by darkness debased, 

Where the wolf and the bear unmolested did roam, 

Away, far away! Deseret is my home. 

 

Deseret, Deseret, ‟tis the home of the free, 

And dearer than all other lands ‟tis to me;  

Where the wolf and the bear unmolested did roam, 

Away, far away! Deseret is my home.
1
  

When the path of the transcontinental railroad drew near to their community, their way of 

life was once again threatened.  What is now known as the “Utah War” lasted from May 

1857 until July 1858 and pitted the Mormons against fellow settlers and the United States 

government.  This conflict included bloodshed and was only resolved through extensive 

negotiations. 

  The Utah War occurred during the years in which I have described support for the 

railroad as overwhelmingly positive due to the plans for the transcontinental railroad.  

However, after the line was constructed and the majority of Americans‟ enthusiasm 
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began to cool, the Mormons began to understand the possibilities the railroad would bring 

for their community.  Songs such as the “Iron Horse” reflected this sentiment, seen here 

in stanzas seven and eight: 

We‟ve isolated been, 

But soon we can be seen; 

And round this mountain region, 

All can learn of our religion; 

Count each man‟s many wives, 

How they‟re held in their “hives,” 

And see those dreadful “Danites,” 

Said to lynch many lives! 

 

So make haste, fearless steed, 

Make us all one in creed: 

We seek to form acquaintance, 

And bring people to repentance. 

Then, hurrah! Come along; 

Thro‟ these high mountains throng: 

May th‟ Iron Horse and Mormons 

Always right every wrong.
2
 

Mormons viewed the railroad as a fortuitous opportunity that could be used to spread 

their religion, sending disciples East to bring more converts back West.  While the 

Mormon community had initially sought an autonomous society when settling in Salt 

Lake City, the arrival of the Iron Horse served as an aid in their “re-assimilation into the 

more universal currents of national economy and culture.”
3
   

  The Mormon response to the railroad defies the classification of railroad songs 

presented in this thesis..  Thus, railroad song offers a vast number of avenues for further 

study.  The songs presented in this thesis represent some of the more popular songs of 

their time.  Further research to determine current familiarity with these railroad songs 
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might provide insight into the sustainability of this music.  In addition, railroad songs 

were not limited to the United States.  The locomotive was first invented in England and 

then transplanted across the Atlantic.  An attempt to filter songs that were transplanted 

with the locomotive apart from those that were home-grown would provide a unique 

perspective on our musical origins.   

  The study of railroad songs reaches far beyond the scope of this thesis, and the 

task of collecting and placing these songs within their historical context is an ongoing 

process.  Debates over origins, titles, or lyrics may never be fully resolved, but the merit 

of such debate should never be doubted.  These songs served as the soundtrack to the 

lives of those who ushered in a new era in American life, and we honor their hard work 

and sacrifices by sustaining the music that they enjoyed.  

  I suspect that every new technology is an involuntary blessing in its own right; 

even with the best of intentions, both beneficial and detrimental effects of progress 

reverberate throughout history.  These songs serve as a reminder of where the railroad 

has taken us as a nation.  In short, it is my belief that there is still much to be gleaned 

from the variety of railroad songs available to us, and it is my desire to further an interest 

in this compelling portion of our American history. 
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“Paddy Works on the Railway” 

 

 

 

   In eighteen hundred and forty-two 

   I left the ould world for the new. 

   Bad cess to the luck that brought me through 

   To Work upon the railway. 

   When we left Ireland to come here, 

   And spend our latter days in cheer, 

   Our bosses, they did drink strong beer, 

   And Pat worked on the railway. 

   Our boss‟s name, it was Tom Kin, 

   He kept a store to rob the men, 

   A Yankee clerk with ink and pen, 

   To cheat Pat on the railway. 

   It‟s “Pat, do this” and “Pat, do that,” 

   Without a stocking or cravat, 

   And nothing but an old straw hat 

   While Pat works on the railway 
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   One Monday morning to our surprise, 

   Just a half an hour before sunrise, 

   The dirty divil went to the skies, 

   And Pat worked on the railway. 

   And when Pat lays him down to sleep, 

   The wiry bugs around him creep, 

   And divil a bit poor Pat sleep, 

    While he works on the railway. 

   In eighteen hundred and forty-three 

   ‟Twas then I met Miss Biddy Magee, 

   And an illygant wife she‟s been to me, 

    While workin‟ on the railway. 

   In eighteen hundred and forty-seven, 

    Sweet Biddy Magee, she went to heaven. 

    If she left one child, she left, eleven, 

    To work upon the railway. 

   In eighteen hundred and forty-eight, 

    I learned to take my whisky straight. 

   ‟Tis an illygant drink and can‟t be bate 

    For workin‟ on the railway. 
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“Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill” 
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“Hay Sing, Come from China” 

 

 

   My name Hay Sing, come from China. 

   Me go away and soon come back. 

   Me catchee Melican man sittin‟ on her lapee, 

   Kissin‟ my Irish girl – smack, smack smack. 

   Got a little house in Bottle Alley, 

   Two little rooms on the top side high. 

   We get married and drink much gin-gin; 

   She get tight and hit me on the eye. 

   Policeman take me to the lockee up shop, 

   Putee me there and make me stay. 

   Judge send me up for a very long timee; 

   My pretty Irish girl she run away. 

   Oh, my name Hay Sing, come from China. 

    Me likee Irish girl, she likee me. 

   Me from a Hong Kon, Melican man come along, 

   Steal an Irish girl from a poor Chinee.  
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“Spike Driver Blues” 

 

 

 

 

  This is the hammer that killed John Henry, 

  But it won‟t kill me, but it won‟t kill me, well, it won‟t kill me. 

  This is the hammer that killed John Henry, 

  But it won‟t kill me, but it won‟t kill me, ain‟t gon‟ kill me. 

  It‟s a long ways from east Colorado, 

  Honey, to my home, honey, to my home, honey, to my home. 

  It‟s a long ways to east Colorado, 

  Honey, to my home, honey, to my home, that‟s where I‟m goin‟. 

  John Henry, he left his hammer 

  Layin ‟side the road, layin ‟side the road, layin ‟side the road. 

  John Henry, he left his hammer, 

  All over in red, all over in red, that‟s where I‟m goin‟. 

  John Henry‟s a steel-drivin‟ boy, 

  But he went down, but he went down, but he went down. 

  John Henry was a steel-driving boy, 

  But he went down, but he went down, that‟s where I‟m goin‟. 
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“John Henry” 

 

 

John Henry went upon the mountain, 

Come down on the side; 

The mountain so tall, John Henry was so small, 

Lord, he lay down his hammer and he cried, “Oh, Lord,” 

He lay down his hammer and he cried. 

 

 John Henry was on the right hand, 

But that steam drill was on the left; 

“Before your steam drill beats me down, 

Hammer my fool self to death, 

Lord, I‟ll hammer my fool self to death.” 

 

The captain says to John Henry,  

“Believe my tunnel‟s fallin‟ in.” 

“Captain, you needn‟t not to worry, 

Just my hammer hawsing in the wind, 

Just my hammer hawsing in the wind.” 
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“Look away over younder, captain, 

You can‟t see like me.” 

He hollered out in a low, lonesome cry, 

“This hammer‟ll be the death of me,Lord, 

 this hammer‟ll be the death of me.” 

John Henry told his captain, 

“Captain you go to town, 

Bring John back a twelve-pound hammer, 

And he‟ll whup your steam drill down, 

And he‟ll whup your steam drill down.” 

 

 For the man that invented that steam drill, 

Thought he was mighty fine; 

John Henry sunk a fo‟teen foot, 

The steam drill only made nine, 

The steam drill only made nine. 

 

John Henry told his shaker, 

“Shaker you better pray; 

For if I miss this six-foot steel, 

Tomorrow‟ll be your buryin‟ day, 

An‟ tomorrow‟ll be your buryin‟ day.” 

 

 John Henry told his loven‟ little woman, 

“Sick and I want to go to bed; 

Fix me a place to lay down, child, 

Got a rollin‟ in my head, 

Got a rollin‟ in my head.” 

John Henry had a lovely little woman, 

Called her Polly Ann; 

John Henry got sick and he had to go home, 

But Polly broke steel like a man, 

Polly broke steel like a man. 

 

 John Henry had another little woman, 

The dress she wore was blue; 

She went down the track and she never looked back, 

“John Henry, I‟ve been true to you.”
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